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The role of citizens’ initiatives figures prominently in contemporary debates on consti-

tutional change. It is widely believed that permitting initiatives should improve the

congruence between citizen preferences and policy outcomes across the spectrum of

issues on which initiatives may be placed. This paper investigates the theoretical basis

for this view. It begins by identifying three basic reasons why electoral competition

may not, by itself, be sufficient to ensure congruence on specific issues. Each reason

relies critically on the fact that citizens have only one vote to cast for candidates who

have responsibility for choosing a bundle of issues. It then shows how allowing initia-

tives permits the unbundling of specific issues which improves congruence when the

three reasons apply. Important caveats to this logic are also presented.

While some form of commitment to majority rule is at the heart of every democratic system,

the range of institutions used to make social decisions under this banner varies enormously. Most

systems have in common the use of elected representatives to determine policy. Direct input

from voters is, in general, limited. However, one important exception is the use in some political

systems of citizens’ initiatives — a form of direct democracy that permits citizens to place legislative

proposals on the ballot (see Matsusaka 2005 for an introduction). If passed, an initiative binds the

elected representatives and hence reduces policy maker discretion relative to a pure representative

democracy. To place an initiative on the ballot, a citizen (or group of citizens) must present a

petition signed by some required fraction of the electorate. Some form of initiative is currently

permitted in twenty-four of the U.S. states.1

It is widely believed that permitting citizens’ initiatives improves congruence between citizens’

preferences and policy outcomes across the spectrum of issues on which initiatives may be brought.

This premise has been traditionally accepted by their proponents and critics alike, with the main

debate focusing on the desirability of allowing voters’ opinions a larger weight.2 It also receives

strong empirical backing. Gerber 1999 finds that policy outcomes on the death penalty and

abortion regulation are closer to public opinion in states that permit citizens’ initiatives. This is
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so, even though initiatives have not been brought on these specific issues. Matsusaka 2004 finds

that U.S. states which permit citizens’ initiatives also have lower levels of public spending, greater

decentralization of spending decisions to the local level, and greater reliance on user fees rather

than taxes (see also Matsusaka 1995). He then presents opinion poll data suggesting that the

majority of voters approve of these policy changes attributed to the initiative. Matsusaka 2007, in

a comprehensive cross-state study of ten high profile issues, also finds greater congruence between

policy choices and public opinion in states that permit voter initiatives.

This paper investigates the theoretical basis for the view that initiatives make policy more

congruent with public opinion. The underlying theoretical framework is the model of electoral

competition with a two-dimensional policy space employed in Besley and Coate 2003a and 2003b.

The model features two political parties, comprised of policy-motivated citizens, that compete

by selecting citizen-candidates. In this framework, the paper studies the implications for policy

outcomes of allowing citizens to place initiatives in one of the two policy dimensions. In particular,

it analyzes how initiatives affect the congruence of policy outcomes and citizen preferences in that

dimension.

The analysis isolates three reasons why the forces of electoral competition may not, by them-

selves, be sufficient to produce congruence between citizen preferences and policy outcomes on

both issues. These are (i) when there are divergences between elite and popular opinion on an

issue and that issue is not salient in the election; (ii) when there is a group of voters who hold a

minority view on an issue but vote as single issue voters; and (iii) when a minority view is sup-

ported by an organized interest group that provides campaign contributions to candidates sharing

its position. The logic of each of these arguments rests on issue bundling — the fact that citizens

have only one vote to cast for a representative who must decide on a bundle of issues. This echoes

a familiar theme in political science.3

These arguments provide some theoretical underpinning for the large literature that investi-

gates the relationship between public opinion and policy outcomes. This literature shows that,

while there is substantial congruence between public opinion and policy, specific issues exhibit

divergence.4 For example, Weissberg’s case studies of eleven policy issues revealed three cases

- gun control, religion in public schools, and foreign aid - in which policy differed starkly from

majoritarian preferences (Weissberg 1976). Matsusaka’s 2007 study finds the states chose the

majority preferred policy outcome only 59 percent of the time.
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The paper shows next how allowing citizens to place initiatives on one of the issues permits

it to be unbundled from the other. This can improve congruence between policy and public

opinion when the two are initially divergent in any of the cases identified above. Initiatives may

work directly by removing discretion on the issue from the elected representative or indirectly by

changing the policy stances of the candidates that the parties select. The analysis also points

out that if conditions are such that electoral competition delivers a congruent outcome, then

permitting initiatives can worsen congruence. Thus, the analysis isolates the situations in which

initiatives will have the greatest impact on congruence.

A number of other papers have previously sought to understand theoretically why allowing

initiatives on an issue might improve congruence (for example, Denzau, Mackay and Weaver 1981

and Gerber 1996).5 However, these papers start from the assumption that elected representatives

do not hold congruent views on the issue in question. They therefore skirt the question of why

electoral competition does not deliver representatives with congruent preferences. Our contribu-

tion is to understand how and why initiatives matter when representatives compete for the right

to control policy.

In the initiative literature, two alternative perspectives on why initiatives may improve con-

gruence are discussed. If special interests bribe policy-makers to support legislation after they

have been elected, then elections have limited ability to combat interest group influence (see, for

example, Besley and Coate 2001). By allowing citizens to bypass the legislature, initiatives can

facilitate anti-special interest legislation. This idea seems to have been important when initia-

tives were introduced in the U.S. at the turn of the twentieth century (see, for example, Magleby

1984). The second idea is that initiatives may counteract the effects of log-rolling in legislatures

(Matsusaka 1995). A policy that benefits citizens in a minority of districts, may be passed if

representatives in the minority districts purchase the votes of representatives in the majority dis-

tricts by promising to vote for bills they favor. An initiative allows citizens to strike down such

legislation. Our issue unbundling perspective is complementary to these. Indeed, the second idea

can be conceptualized as initiatives being used to unbundle legislative log-rolls (Matsusaka 2005).

THE MODEL

The model chosen is deliberately simple. One key feature is the choice of a discrete policy

issue on which initiatives can be held. The notion of congruence between policy outcomes and
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public opinion is easy to define in this case. Later we discuss how the insights might be extended

to more general settings.

Government policies

A community must decide on two issues: public spending and a regulation. The level of public

spending is denoted by g and the regulation by r ∈ {0, 1}. The regulation can be interpreted

broadly, for example as an economic issue like affirmative action or a non-economic issue like gun

control. If the regulation is in place then r = 1, otherwise r = 0.

Citizens’ preferences differ over the two issues. On public spending, there are two preference

types: left-wing and right-wing. A citizen of spending preference type k ∈ {l, r} obtains a net

benefit b (g; k) from public spending level g. The function b(·; k) is single-peaked with a unique

maximum g∗(k) > 0. Left-wingers have a higher demand for public spending, so that g∗(l) >

g∗(r). There are also two preference types with respect to the regulation: anti-regulation and

pro-regulation. A citizen with regulatory attitude t ∈ {a, p} obtains a net benefit θt when the

regulation is enacted, where θa < 0 < θp. Let r
∗(t) denote the optimal regulatory outcome from

the perspective of citizens with regulatory attitude t.

The fraction of citizens of type (k, t) is denoted by γkt . We let γ
k denote the fraction of the

population with public spending preference k and γt the fraction with regulatory attitude t. We

assume throughout that anti-regulation citizens are in a minority, i.e., γa < min{γ
l, γr}.

Policy determination

Policy-making is delegated to an elected representative. Representatives are citizens and are

characterized by their types (k, t). No ex-ante policy commitments are possible, so that a type

(k, t) representative chooses a public good level g∗(k) and makes regulatory decision r∗(t).

Candidates in the election are put forward by two political parties, denoted A and B. Each

party is comprised of member citizens bound together by their views on public spending. Thus,

all members of Party A are left-wingers and all members of Party B are right-wingers. Parties

contain a mixture of pro and anti-regulation citizens.6 Let t∗J denote the regulatory attitude of

the majority of Party J ’s members. Party members are a subset of the total voting population

and hence may have views which are not representative of the citizens at large. Thus, it is not

necessarily the case that t∗J = p.

Each party selects the candidate a majority of its members prefers. Thus the majority members

of each party are a kind of political elite that control access to political office. Since the members
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of each party share the same public spending preferences, there are effectively only two types of

citizens in each party: those who favor the regulation and those who oppose it. The preferences of

the largest of these two groups therefore determine the majority preferred candidate for the party.

We do not require that each party select a candidate from the ranks of its membership. Thus,

Party A (B) could draft a right-winger (left-winger) to run as its candidate if its majority members

prefer such a candidate. While in the equilibria that we will study parties do run candidates who

share their members’ spending preferences, we do not want any of the conclusions to be driven

by the assumption that parties must pick such candidates. Indeed, since a candidate implements

his preferred policy outcome if elected, there is no reason for an individual to turn down the

opportunity to run as a party’s candidate even when he does not share the core beliefs of party

members.

There are two types of voters. A fraction µ are rational voters who anticipate the policy

outcomes each candidate would deliver and vote for the candidate whose election would pro-

duce their highest policy payoff. Thus, a rational voter of type (k, t) faced with candidates of

types (kA, tA) and (kB , tB) will vote for Party A’s candidate if b(g∗(kA), k) + θtr∗(tA) exceeds

b(g∗(kB), k) + θtr
∗(tB). Rational voters indifferent between two candidates abstain.

Following Baron 1994 and Grossman and Helpman 1996, the remaining fraction are noise

voters.7 A fraction η of these vote for Party A’s candidate, where η is the realization of a random

variable with support [0, 1] and cumulative distribution function H(η). The idea is that noise

voters respond to non-policy relevant features of candidates such as their looks, sense of humor,

etc. We assume that H is increasing and symmetric so that for all η, H(η) = 1−H(1− η). This

implies that noise voters are unbiased in the sense that the probability that a fraction less than η

vote for Party A’s candidate equals the probability that a fraction less than η vote for Party B’s

candidate.

Noise voters make election outcomes probabilistic. To illustrate, consider an election in which

the difference between the fraction of citizens obtaining a higher utility from the policy choices

generated by Party A’s candidate and the fraction obtaining a higher utility from Party B’s

candidate is ω. Since µ is the fraction of rational voters and η the fraction of noise voters who

vote for Party A’s candidate, Party A’s candidate will win if µω+ (1−µ)η exceeds (1−µ)(1− η)

or, equivalently, if η exceeds −µω
2(1−µ) +

1
2 . The probability that Party A’s candidate will win is thus
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ψ(ω) where

ψ(ω) =





0 if ω < −(1−µ)
µ

1−H( −µω
2(1−µ) +

1
2) if ω ∈ [ −(1−µ)

µ
, (1−µ)

µ
].

1 if ω > (1−µ)
µ

We assume throughout that
∣∣γl − γr

∣∣ is less than (1− µ)/µ, which puts an upper bound on the

number of rational voters. This assumption implies that ψ(γl − γr) ∈ (0, 1).

Party members know the election probabilities associated with different candidate pairs and

take them into account when selecting candidates. An equilibrium is a pair of candidates - one

for each party - such that each party’s majority members is happy with its choice. More formally,

a pair of candidates (kA, tA) and (kB, tB) is an equilibrium if type (l, t∗A) citizens prefer a type

(kA, tA) candidate to any other type of candidate given that Party B is running a type (kB, tB)

candidate and, conversely, type (r, t∗B) citizens prefer a type (kB , tB) candidate to any other type

of candidate given that Party A is running a type (kA, tA) candidate. Any equilibrium gives rise

to a probability distribution over outcomes: the policy outcome will be that associated with Party

J ’s candidate with a probability equal to the chance that Party J ’s candidate wins.

SOURCES OF NON-CONGRUENCE UNDER ELECTORAL COMPETITION

This section develops three arguments as to why the forces of electoral competition may not

produce congruence on the regulatory issue. In the first example, regulation is not a politically

salient issue and the majority members of one or both parties are anti-regulation. In the second,

regulation is a salient issue for only those voters who oppose it. In the third, regulation is not

salient for any group of voters, but an anti-regulation interest group provides contributions to

candidates favoring its position. As will be repeatedly emphasized, each argument relies critically

on the fact that the elected representative is responsible for choosing both public spending and

regulation.

Issue non-salience and party preferences

Suppose that public spending is more important to citizens than is regulation in the following

precise sense — for each type of citizen (k, t), the gain from achieving their preferred level of public

spending, given by ∆b(k) = b(g∗(k), k) − b(g∗(−k), k), exceeds the gain from achieving their

preferred regulatory policy, given by |θt|.
8 Thus, disagreement over public spending is sharper
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than that over regulatory policy. Under this assumption, if the two parties select candidates with

different public spending preferences, all rational voters prefer the candidate who shares their

public good preferences irrespective of his stance on regulation. Regulation is not, therefore, a

politically salient issue.

Under this assumption, if Party A selects a left-winger and Party B a right-winger, there is no

electoral gain to party members from selecting a candidate whose position on regulation differs

from their ideal. Each party’s candidate will therefore have the same attitude toward regulation

as the party’s majority members. Since rational voters vote according to the candidates’ spending

preferences, Party A’s candidate will win with probability ψ(γl − γr).

For this to be an equilibrium, party members must prefer to select candidates who reflect

their views on public spending. Neither group must want to compromise in the public spending

dimension. It is clear that a party whose majority members are anti-regulation has no incentive

to do so, since this compromise would reduce the probability that it achieves both of its policy

objectives. However, since γp exceeds γ
k for k ∈ {l, r}, a party whose majority members are pro-

regulation may wish to compromise in the spending dimension if the opposing party is selecting

an anti-regulation candidate. For example, if t∗A = p, t∗B = a and ψ(γl − γr) is close to zero,

then Party A will choose a type (R, p) candidate despite the fact that public spending is more

important to its majority members than regulation. This possibility is ruled out by the following

assumption:

Assumption 1: For k ∈ {L,R}

ψ(γk − γ−k)∆b(k) > [ψ(γp − γa)− ψ(γk − γ−k)]θp.

The left-hand side is the expected loss in public spending benefits from a compromise on public

spending, while the term on the right hand side is the expected gain in terms of regulatory outcome.

The assumption implies that a compromise on public spending is not desirable for either party. It

requires that the fractions γl and γr not be too far apart.9

Under Assumption 1, Party A selecting a type (l, t∗A) candidate and Party B a type (r, t
∗

B)

candidate is the unique equilibrium. Thus, we have:10

Proposition 1. Suppose that regulation is not salient and that the majority members of at

least one party are anti-regulation. Then, under Assumption 1, the regulatory outcome will not be

congruent with the views of the majority with a probability of at leastmin{ψ(γl−γr), 1−ψ(γl−γr)}.
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If the majority members of both parties are anti-regulation, the regulatory outcome will be non-

congruent with probability one.

The key point is that since citizens have only one vote and there are multiple issues, there is

some slack in the process that allows parties to indulge their policy preferences. Anti-regulation

parties can run candidates with anti-regulation attitudes without paying an electoral penalty

because regulatory policy is not salient for voters. The probability that these candidates win,

reflects their popularity on the politically salient issues and regulatory policy does not reflect

majority preferences.

This argument demonstrates how, with multiple issues, the fact that political elites disagree

with a majority of citizens can translate into non-congruent policy outcomes. Moreover, there is

no good reason to expect the preferences of such elites to conform with mass opinion. Examples

abound. In the U.K., both major parties are against the death penalty, while an overwhelming

majority of voters favor it. In the U.S., both major parties favor free trade and the Republican

party is against the minimum wage.

Single-issue voters

Suppose now that the regulation is salient only for the minority of voters who oppose it, i.e.,

for each k ∈ {l, r}, θp < ∆b(k) < |θa|. This means that anti-regulation voters will act as single

issue voters, voting for whichever party has an anti-regulation candidate. A good example for

the U.S. is gun control — while a majority of citizens favor stricter controls, the minority who

oppose this do so with greater intensity of feeling (Schuman and Presser 1977-8). Other plausible

examples are affirmative action and immigration restrictions.11

Even if its majority members are pro-regulation, a party may be willing to court the anti-

regulation voters by running an anti-regulation candidate. To see this, suppose that Party A

is selecting a left-winger and Party B a right-winger who is pro-regulation. If Party A selects

an anti-regulation candidate it will attract the support of all the anti-regulation voters in Party

B’s base. This will raise the probability that its candidate will win and implement its preferred

spending level. This gain will offset the reduced probability of its preferred regulatory outcome

if spending is relatively more important. If, on the other hand, Party B were running an anti-

regulation candidate then Party A will lose the anti-regulation voters in its base unless it runs an

anti-regulation candidate.

The argument relies crucially on the assumption that the parties offer candidates with differing
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public spending preferences. If this were not the case, then the only issue in the election would

be regulation and the majority of votes would go to the pro-regulation candidate. Parties will

offer candidates with differing public spending preferences when spending is sufficiently important

relative to regulation that they would prefer a smaller probability of getting their preferred public

spending outcome to a higher probability of getting their preferred regulatory outcome.

The following assumption embodies the precise conditions under which equilibrium involves

both parties selecting candidates who share the public spending preferences of their members, but

who are anti-regulation.

Assumption 2: For k ∈ {l, r}

(i) ψ(γk − γ−k)∆b(k) > ψ(γp − γa)θp,

(ii) [ψ(γk − γ−k)− ψ(γkp − (γ
k
a + γ−k))]∆b(k) > ψ(γkp − (γ

k
a + γ−k))θp,

and

(iii) [ψ((γk + γ−ka )− γ−kp )− ψ(γk − γ−k)]∆b(k) > ψ((γk + γ−ka )− γ−kp )θp.

Parts (i) and (ii) imply that both parties selecting anti-regulation candidates who share their

public spending preferences is an equilibrium. Part (i) ensures that neither party has an incentive

to put forward a pro-regulation candidate with the opposing party’s public spending preferences.

It requires that each party’s lost chance of getting its preferred level of public spending is more

costly than the benefits from the improved chance of getting its preferred regulatory outcome.

Part (ii) ensures that neither party wishes to switch to a pro-regulation candidate if each is

fielding an anti-regulation candidate. It requires that the electoral penalty stemming from the

loss of each party’s anti-regulation constituency is prohibitive. Part (iii) guarantees that both

parties selecting anti-regulation candidates is the only equilibrium. It ensures that, when they

are fielding candidates with different public spending preferences, both parties have an incentive

to select an anti-regulation candidate if the other party were to field a pro-regulation candidate.

It requires that the electoral gain associated with attracting the other party’s anti-regulation

constituency is large.

We now have:

Proposition 2. Suppose that the majority of each party’s members are pro-regulation and that

regulation is salient only for those who oppose it. Then, under Assumption 2, the regulatory

outcome will not be congruent with the views of the majority with probability one.
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This gives a theoretical underpinning for the commonly expressed idea that intense minorities can

have political influence over the issues that they care about.12 This kind of logic can explain the

persistence of weak gun control, affirmative action, and lax immigration restrictions in the U.S.

despite majority opinion. The multi-dimensionality of the policy space is critical to the story.

First, the fact that there is an electoral gain from pandering to anti-regulation voters is because

the pro-regulation voters are voting on other issues. Second, the fact that the parties are willing

to pander is because of their desire to further their objectives in another policy dimension.

Interest group influence

To incorporate interest group influence as simply as possible, we assume that a group of

citizens who oppose the regulation are organized as an interest group that makes contributions

to the campaigns of anti-regulation candidates. These contributions are used to buy the votes of

noise voters and enhance the election chances of the favored candidates. Contributions are given

after the parties have selected candidates and are anticipated by party members when selecting

candidates. An equilibrium now consists of (i) a function describing the interest group’s optimal

contribution to the candidates for any pair of candidate types, and (ii) a pair of candidate types

that are preferred by the majority members of each party given the interest group’s contribution

behavior.

We begin by describing the mechanism by which campaign contributions buy votes. Consider

an election in which the difference between the campaign expenditures of the two parties’ can-

didates is z. If z is positive, Party A’s candidate is outspending B’s and vice versa. Then the

fraction of noise voters voting for Party A’s candidate, η, is a random variable with support [0, 1]

and cumulative distribution function H(η; z). The function H is assumed to be twice continu-

ously differentiable and to satisfy the conditions that for all z, H(0; z) = 0 and Hη(η; z) > 0 for

all η. In addition, for all η ∈ (0, 1) and z, Hz(η; z) < 0, implying that an increase in spending for

A’s candidate leads to a distribution of noise voters that first order stochastically dominates the

original distribution. To ensure that noise voters remain unbiased, we also restrict H(η; z) to be

symmetric, so that for all η and z, H(η, z) = 1−H(1− η,−z). This implies that the probability

that Party A’s candidate gets a fraction of noise voters less than η when he out-spends Party B’s

candidate by an amount z equals the probability that Party B’s candidate gets a fraction of noise

voters less than η when he outspends Party A’s candidate by the same amount. Finally, we assume

that for all η ∈ (0, 1) and z > 0, Hzz(η; z) > 0, implying diminishing returns to outspending an
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opponent.

Turning to the interest group, a fraction ξ < 1 of those opposing the regulation belong to the

interest group. This group seeks to maximize the objective function ξγaθar − x where r denotes

the regulatory outcome and x denotes campaign contributions. To determine the interest group’s

contribution, consider an election in which the difference between the fraction of citizens obtaining

a higher utility from Party A’s candidate and the fraction obtaining a higher utility from Party

B’s candidate is ω. If both candidates have the same regulatory stance, the interest group makes

no campaign contribution. However, if Party A’s candidate is anti-regulation and Party B’s is pro,

then the interest group may contribute to Party A’s candidate. Generalizing the earlier analysis,

let ψ̂(ω, z) be the probability that Party A’s candidate wins when the difference between the two

candidates’ campaign expenditures is z.13 Then the interest group contributes x∗(ω) to Party A’s

candidate, where

x∗(ω) = argmax{ψ̂(ω, x)ξγa |θa| − x : x ≥ 0}.

If Party A’s candidate is pro-regulation and Party B’s is anti, the interest group contributes

x∗(−ω) to Party B’s candidate.

To illustrate how interest group influence leads to non-congruent policy outcomes, suppose

that regulation is not salient and that a majority of each party’s members are pro-regulation.

Then, both parties may pander to the interest group by running an anti-regulation candidate

to avoid giving the other party the electoral advantage of interest group support. Consider the

situation of Party A, knowing that Party B is planning to select a right-wing candidate who is

anti-regulation. If Party A selects a pro-regulation left-winger, the interest group will contribute to

Party B’s candidate. This could significantly reduce the probability A’s candidate wins and is able

to implement the party’s preferred public spending plan. The logic is similar to that underlying

the single issue voter case, except that money to buy votes rather than votes themselves are the

motivating force.

The equivalent of Assumption 2 in terms of campaign contributions is:

Assumption 3: For k ∈ {l, r}

(i) ψ(γk − γ−k)∆b(k) > ψ̂(γp − γa,−x∗(γa − γp))θp,

(ii) [ψ(γk − γ−k)− ψ̂(γk − γ−k,−x∗(γ−k − γk))]∆b(k) > ψ̂(γk − γ−k,−x∗(γ−k − γk))θp,

and
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(iii) [ψ̂(γk − γ−k, x∗(γk − γ−k))− ψ(γk − γ−k)]∆b(k) > ψ̂(γk − γ−k, x∗(γk − γ−k))θp.

Under this assumption, equilibrium involves the two parties running anti-regulation candidates.

Thus we have:

Proposition 3. Suppose that there is an anti-regulation interest group, the majority members of

each party are pro-regulation, and that regulation is not salient. Then, under Assumption 3, the

regulatory outcome will not be congruent with the views of the majority with probability one.

Thus the interest group guarantees that its position on the regulatory issue prevails. Moreover,

it does so without actually paying any campaign contributions in equilibrium! The threat of

supporting any candidate with pro-regulation views is sufficient. The multi-dimensionality of the

policy space is once again critical to the story. First, the fact that there is an electoral gain

from pandering to the interest group is because the pro-regulation voters are voting on other

issues. Second, the fact that the parties are willing to pander is because of their desire to further

their objectives in another policy dimension. The most natural examples for this explanation are

regulations that harm business interests, such as gambling restrictions or regulations to clean up

the entertainment industry. Favoring such regulations would be unlikely to win a candidate many

votes, but might well encourage the affected industries to contribute to his opponent.

Remarks

We have emphasized the point that all three of these examples rest critically on the fact that

elected representatives must choose both public spending and regulation. Another way to see this

is to note that if regulation were the only issue, the policy outcome would be congruent with

probability one if (i) the majority members of at least one party were pro-regulation and (ii) the

fraction of rational voters is sufficiently high so that γp − γa > (1 − µ)/µ. Condition (i) implies

that at least one party would put forward a pro-regulation candidate and (ii) implies that a pro-

regulation candidate would defeat an anti-regulation candidate with probability one if regulation

were the only issue. However, the conditions of Propositions 1, 2 or 3 are all consistent with (i)

and (ii) holding.

The assumption of policy-motivated parties is also crucial to these examples. In a model where

parties select candidates to maximize their chance of winning, either both parties would pick a

pro-regulation candidate of the majority preferred spending type or there is no equilibrium in

pure strategies.14 It is not, however, critical that parties monopolize candidate selection. Allowing
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independent citizen-candidates to enter would not force the parties to select candidates with the

majority view on regulation.15

As noted in the introduction, the three arguments developed here are useful for understanding

the empirical literature on congruence between policy and preferences of citizens. They show that

there are logically distinct explanations of non-congruence. Having this more precise theoretical

underpinning will hopefully be useful in shaping future empirical studies.

THE IMPACT OF CITIZENS’ INITIATIVES

We now develop the model to allow for the possibility of citizens’ initiatives on the regulatory

issue. To introduce initiatives formally, suppose that any citizen can place a proposal on the ballot

regarding the regulation at a cost of δ. There are two possible proposals: that the regulation be

implemented and its converse. Citizens vote directly on proposals at the same time that they

are voting for candidates. If there is a single proposal and it receives majority support, it is

implemented. Otherwise, the regulatory decision is left to the elected representative. Thus, the

citizens’ vote is binding only if it is in favor of the proposal. If both proposals are on the ballot,

and one or more proposals gets a majority vote, then the proposal receiving the most support is

implemented.

Citizens decide whether or not to introduce an initiative after the parties have selected their

candidates. Thus, they know the likely regulatory outcome if no initiatives are introduced. More-

over, party members can anticipate how their selection of candidates will impact the likelihood of

initiatives being offered.

We assume that the voting decisions over initiatives are governed by the same process as voting

over candidates. Thus, a fraction µ are rational and vote for an initiative if they favor the outcome

it prescribes and against it otherwise. The remainder are noise voters. If there is a single initiative

the fraction voting in favor is a random variable with support [0, 1] and cumulative distribution

function H(η; z) where z is the difference in spending for and against the initiative. If both

proposals are on the ballot, we require noise voters to vote in favor of one and against the other

thereby disallowing voting for or against two conflicting proposals. This rules out the possibility

of two conflicting proposals receiving majority support. Thus, the fraction voting in favor of

the pro-regulation initiative and against the anti-regulation initiative is a random variable with

support [0, 1] and cumulative distribution function H(η; z) where z is the difference in spending
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in support of the two initiatives. These assumptions imply that votes for initiatives can be bought

in exactly the same way as votes for candidates.

The timing of the political process is as follows. First, parties select their candidates. Next,

citizens decide whether or not to put initiatives on the ballot. Then, if active, the interest group

chooses how much to contribute to the candidates and/or the initiative campaigns. Finally, voters

vote. To avoid a tedious investment in notation, we will not provide a detailed model of the game

in which citizens decide whether to introduce initiatives. We will simply require that initiative

proposals be consistent with the pure strategy equilibria of a game in which each citizen, having

observed the candidates put forward, chooses whether or not to place an initiative.16 For most of

the analysis, we will assume that δ (the cost of placing an initiative) is very small. The collective

action problems arising from the large costs associated with placing an initiative will be discussed

in the next section.

An equilibrium now consists of three things: (i) a function describing the interest group’s opti-

mal contributions to each Party’s candidate and/or the initiative campaign for any candidate types

and initiative decision, (ii) a function describing, for any given candidate pairs, the probabilities

of each of the different ballot initiative possibilities; i.e., both initiatives are proposed, only the

pro-regulation initiative is proposed, etc., and (iii) a pair of candidate types that are preferred by

the majority members of each party given the anticipated behavior of those proposing initiatives

and interest group contributions.

We now have the following result.

Proposition 4. Suppose that the constitution permits citizens’ initiatives on the regulatory issue.

Then, for sufficiently small δ, any equilibrium produces the majority-preferred regulatory outcome

with probability ψ̂(γp − γa,−x∗(γa− γp)) and the non-majority-preferred outcome with probability

1− ψ̂(γp − γa,−x
∗(γa − γp)).

This tells us that, when the costs of placing an initiative are small, any equilibrium must produce

the same probability distribution over the regulatory policy outcome. If the fraction of rational

voters is sufficiently high that γp − γa ≥ (1 − µ)/µ, this probability distribution selects the

majority-preferred regulatory outcome with probability one (since ψ̂(γp− γa,−x∗(γa− γp)) = 1).

If γp−γa < (1−µ)/µ, there is still a positive probability that a non-congruent regulatory outcome

will arise. In addition, the power of the interest group is not eliminated as its activities reduce
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the probability that the regulation is introduced (if there were no interest group, x∗ = 0 and

the probability of the non-congruent outcome is just 1 − ψ(γp − γa)). Even so, the regulatory

outcome reflects only the citizens’ preferences over regulation and the probability distribution is

that which would arise if the regulatory policy issue were unbundled; i.e., decided on separately

via a referendum. Hence, the influence of citizens’ preferences over the other issues play no role

in determining the policy outcome.

The proposition does not appeal to any special assumptions and hence applies to all the

situations described in Propositions 1, 2 and 3. Thus, we have:

Corollary Suppose that the conditions of Propositions 1, 2 or 3 hold. Then, for sufficiently small

δ, allowing citizens’ initiatives on the regulatory issue increases the likelihood that the regulatory

policy outcome will be congruent with the views of the majority.

Thus, combining Propositions 1-4 yields a set of conditions under which the belief that permitting

citizens’ initiatives should improve congruence is correct.

It is nonetheless important to note that while there are conditions under which initiatives

improve congruence, this is not necessarily the case. If regulatory policy would favor a majority of

citizens under electoral competition and there is enough noise voting so that γp− γa < (1−µ)/µ,

then permitting citizens’ initiatives can actually increase the chances of an outcome that diverges

from what a majority wants. Suppose, for example, that the issue is not salient and that the

majority of members of both parties are pro-regulation. Then, the unique equilibrium without

initiatives is that Party A selects a candidate of type (l, p) and Party B selects a candidate of

type (r, p). The regulation would be introduced with probability one with no initiatives, while

Proposition 4 implies that it would be introduced with probability ψ(γp−γa) with initiatives. Thus,

when there are enough noise voters, our argument does not rule out the possibility that allowing

initiatives will worsen congruence. Rather, it shows that permitting initiatives will produce the

same outcome as would arise from a direct vote on the issue. With noise voters, this does not

always imply improving congruence. This argument applies with even greater force when there is

an interest group that can buy the support of noise voters.

To understand the logic underlying Proposition 4, note first that the probability distribution

described in the proposition would arise if both pro and anti-regulation initiatives were proposed.

Under the assumption that noise voters vote in favor of one or the other initiative, then one
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initiative must receive majority support and this will decide the outcome. The regulatory issue

is, in effect, removed from the control of the winning candidate. The interest group (if it exists)

will devote x∗(γa−γp) to supporting the anti-regulation initiative. Thus, the probability that the

pro-regulation initiative will win is ψ̂(γp − γa,−x
∗(γa − γp)). It follows that, if an equilibrium

generated a probability distribution over the regulatory policy different from this, one or both of

the initiatives would not be proposed. The proof of the proposition shows that, for sufficiently

small δ, it is not possible to have one or both initiatives not being proposed and have a probability

distribution different from that described in the proposition.

Proposition 4 tells us that any equilibrium must produce the same probability distribution

over regulatory policy outcomes. However, it leaves open the question of whether an equilibrium

exists. Our next result resolves this question.

Proposition 5. Suppose that the constitution permits citizens’ initiatives on the regulatory issue.

Then, for sufficiently small δ, there exists an equilibrium in which Party A selects a type (l, p)

candidate, Party B selects a type (r, p) candidate and the anti-regulation initiative is proposed if

and only if γp − γa < (1− µ)/µ.

In this equilibrium, both parties select candidates who agree with a majority independently of the

preferences of their members. Party members realize that to select an anti-regulation candidate

would be futile. It would simply trigger a pro-regulation initiative that would take the issue out

of the hands of the elected representative.

Two points about this equilibrium are worth noting. First, when γp − γa ≥ (1 − µ)/µ, the

ability to propose initiatives affects the regulatory policy choice even though no initiative is actually

proposed. This is consonant with the arguments of Gerber 1996 and 1999, who sees the threat of

initiatives as important in shaping policy outcomes. Second, when γp − γa < (1− µ)/µ only the

anti-regulation initiative is proposed. Thus, the fact that we observe proposals that disagree with

majority opinion and/or a majority of initiatives failing (see Magleby 1994), does not imply that

initiatives are not serving the role of increasing congruence with majority opinion.

DISCUSSION

We have used an extremely simple model to understand how and why initiatives might improve

congruence on the issues on which they may be placed. There are only two policy issues and two

preference types for each issue. Moreover, the issue on which initiatives may be placed is a discrete
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issue. These assumptions certainly keep the analysis tractable and transparent, but does the logic

of the argument depend upon them?

Even to pose the question: “Will allowing citizens’ initiatives improve the congruence between

citizen preferences and policy outcomes across the spectrum of issues on which initiatives may be

placed?” requires a certain amount of structure on the policy space and citizens’ preferences. This

is necessary for the notion of “improved congruence” to have clear meaning. From a common

sense perspective, the latter means moving outcomes on an issue closer to what the majority of

citizens want. However, “what the majority of citizens want” may not itself be well-defined. Even

when it is, it may depend on the levels of other policy issues. The latter means that improvements

in congruence might arise even without any changes in the level of the policy in question!

Sufficient conditions for the question to be well-posed are that citizens’ preferences are separa-

ble across issues and single-peaked over issues. Under these conditions, a majority preferred level

of each policy exists and is independent of the levels of all other policies. Improving the congru-

ence between citizen preferences and policy outcomes on an issue would mean moving closer to

the majority preferred level of that particular policy. Such improvements in congruence could, in

principle, be detected empirically through survey data.17 While such assumptions are undoubt-

edly strong, they are fairly standard in formal political science and seem implicit in the empirical

literature on congruence, even though they are not stated explicitly.

Generalizing the paper’s arguments to the case of a richer space of citizen types with separable

and single-peaked preferences over multiple issues would undoubtedly by challenging. Existence of

an equilibrium candidate pair selected by parties from the richer type space would be non-trivial.

Nonetheless, it is clear that, if an equilibrium exists without initiatives it must involve parties

choosing different candidate types. This suggests that there will be conditions under which specific

issues will be salient for a negligible fraction of voters or only for those voters who feel strongly

about an issue. The logic underlying the three earlier arguments then seems likely to apply. We are

also optimistic that the logic of unbundling underlying Proposition 4 would continue to have some

force. However, to make progress would require some understanding of what proposals citizens

would make in a world in which initiatives could be placed for a continuous policy variable. This

is a non-trivial theoretical problem.

Proposition 4 is valid only as δ goes to zero. Yet, even where constitutions permit citizens’

initiatives, there are restrictive provisions for placing an initiative on the agenda. This makes δ
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very large in practice, beyond the reach of all but the most affluent of citizens. This means that

collective action will typically be required to place an initiative. Outside of a perfect Coasian

world, therefore, initiatives may not be proposed even if there is a group of citizens for whom the

aggregate expected benefits exceed the cost.18 This will tend to dampen the disciplining role of

initiatives.

This point applies with greater force in cases where it is those who hold the minority view who

have greater access to the use of initiatives.19 For example, if only the interest group is organized

enough to raise the cost δ and if (1 − µ)/µ > γp − γa, permitting initiatives can (but will not

necessarily) increase the likelihood that the interest group gets its preferred outcome.

Even ignoring these difficulties of interest group capture, it is important to note that our

analysis does not imply a normative case for permitting citizens’ initiatives, at least if we use

standard economic criteria. Traditional welfare economics provides us no reason to believe that

improving congruence on specific issues is socially desirable. Indeed, in the case of intense mi-

norities discussed earlier, it may well be a bad thing from a utilitarian perspective. If there is

a normative case for initiatives, it must stem from the non-welfarist belief that, in a democracy,

it is socially undesirable for outcomes on specific issues to stray too far from what the majority

wants. Initiatives then provide a useful supplement to representative democracy to rein it in when

necessary.20

CONCLUSION

A considerable body of evidence suggests limited congruence between policy outcomes and

public opinion on some policy issues. It is widely believed that permitting citizens’ initiatives

should improve congruence across the spectrum of issues on which initiatives may be placed.

Available empirical evidence is supportive of this belief. This paper has provided one theoretical

explanation of why this might be the case. It has done so by analyzing a model in which electoral

competition and initiatives work in tandem.

While stylized, the analysis demonstrates the importance of issue unbundling to the way in

which initiatives function. In candidate elections, voters who share a majority view on an issue

may select who to vote for on the basis of other more salient issues. Thus their preferences

play no role in the determination of policy on that issue. When an initiative is proposed, voting

for a candidate on a salient issue no longer precludes an expression of preference on the issue in
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question. Thus the preferences of all the citizens on the issue are reflected in policy determination.

Furthermore, initiatives do not need to be proposed for their impact to be felt — the threat of an

initiative can change parties’ incentives to select candidates. In this way, allowing initiatives forces

greater congruence between policy outcomes and popular opinion on the issues on which they may

be placed.

We have focused most of the analysis on finding conditions under which permitting citizens’

initiatives improves congruence. However, we have also pointed out that when there are a large

fraction of noise voters, initiatives can sometimes lead to greater divergence between public opinion

and policy. This possibility is reinforced when there are interest groups with non-congruent views

that buy the support of noise voters, particularly when such groups are differentially able to bear

the costs of placing initiatives. Thus, the analysis yields a two-handed appreciation of initiatives,

providing a vehicle to make the claims of recent critics precise.

The analysis suggests a sharper focus for empirical research seeking to identify the impact of

initiatives on congruence. In particular, it suggests that we should expect the impact of initiatives

on congruence to be greater for (i) non-salient issues for which either political elites have different

preferences than the masses or rich interest groups back the minority position and (ii) issues that

are salient only for those who hold the minority view. Testing these ideas provides an interesting

agenda for future empirical work.
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Footnotes

* Besley: Department of Economics, London School of Economics, London WC2A 2AE, U.K.

(e-mail: t.besley@lse.ac.uk); Coate: Department of Economics, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY

14853 (e-mail: sc163@cornell.edu). This is a revision of a paper that first appeared in 2000 as

NBERWorking Paper #8036. We thank the editors, the referees, and numerous seminar audiences

for helpful comments. We are also indebted to John Matsusaka for a number of useful discussions.

1. Statutory initiatives in the U.S. states require between 2% and 15% of the voting population

to sign a petition before an initiative can be placed. Initiatives are also permitted in many U.S.

cities. As reported by Matsusaka 2004, over 70% of the U.S. population lives in either a state or

a city in which initiatives are permitted.

2. The traditional criticisms of initiatives are that they will be used by majorities to exert

their will over minorities and that voters are insufficiently informed to decide on complex issues

(see, for example, Cronin 1989). More recently, critics have argued that initiatives have become

a tool for special interests with money having undue influence in initiative campaigns (see, for

example, Broder 2000).

3. It is commonplace to observe that the fact that citizens have only one vote to cast for

candidates who have stances on multiple issues limits the ability of elections to ensure congruence

on all issues.

4. The literature tackles the problem of investigating congruence in a number of different

ways. One approach is to look directly at the relationship between policy outcomes and citizens’

preferences for specific policy issues (for example, Weissberg 1976, Monroe 1979 and Matsusaka

2007). Another approach explores the relationship between citizens’ preferences and the voting

behavior and/or policy preferences of their representatives (for example, Miller and Stokes 1963

and Herrera, Herrera and Smith 1992). Here a distinction is made between collective and dyadic

representation (Weissberg 1978), the former referring to the relationship between the average cit-

izen and the average representative and the latter referring to the relationship between individual

representatives and their constituents. A third approach studies the relationship between party

platforms and public opinion (for example, Monroe 1983).

5. Matsusaka and McCarty 2001 argue that initiatives may worsen congruence if legislators are

uncertain of voters’ preferences. Imagine, for example, that the gambling industry favors looser
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regulations and can place an initiative eliminating all regulations. Then if legislators do not know

how voters would vote on such an initiative, they may favor loosening regulations to forestall the

industry placing the initiative. This point applies with even greater force if money can induce

voters to vote against their true interests.

6. Thus spending is the issue on which political cleavage takes place. Applying the model

to the U.S., one can think of public spending as a measure of government size. Party A would

then be the Democrats and Party B the Republicans. Our assumptions would then imply that

all Republicans prefer smaller government, but might disagree on the regulatory issue. This does

not seem unreasonable if we think of the regulatory issue being gun control, abortion, the death

penalty, affirmative action, etc.

7. We assume that some voters are noise voters for two main reasons. First, noise voters make

election outcomes stochastic and this significantly increases the range of parameter values for which

(pure strategy) equilibria of our electoral competition game exist. Second, noise voters provide a

simple way of modelling how campaign contributions can be used to increase a candidate’s vote

share.

8. The notation −k refers to the opposite type to k. For example, −k = r when k = l.

9. The assumption will definitely be satisfied if γl ≃ γr. For then ψ(γk − γ−k) is almost as

big or bigger than ψ(γp − γa)− ψ(γk − γ−k) and, by assumption, ∆b(k) > θp.

10. The proof of this and subsequent results are available in an on-line Appendix.

11. Opinion polls suggest that the majority of the U.S. population opposes affirmative action

and supports stronger immigration restrictions. However, candidates with stances along these

lines are likely to lose the votes of minorities and immigrants.

12. Besley and Coate 2003a apply this idea to explain why electing and appointing regulators

can make a difference to regulatory policy. When regulators are directly elected, then they are

likely to be pro-consumer. However, when they are appointed they may be pro-industry because

the regulator issue becomes bundled with other issues and is only salient for stakeholders in the

industry.

13. Following the earlier logic, ψ̂(ω, z) = 0 if ω is less than −(1−µ)
µ
, ψ̂(ω, z) = 1 if ω exceeds

1−µ
µ
and ψ̂(ω, z) = 1−H( −µω

2(1−µ) +
1
2 , z) otherwise.

14. In the neo-Downsian models of Lindbeck and Weibull 1987, Dixit and Londregan 1996

and Grossman and Helpman 1996, parties just care about winning but inherit fixed positions on
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certain issues. If we were to assume that Party A were constrained to choose a left-winger and

Party B a right-winger, then the single-issue voter and interest group influence arguments would

be consistent with a Downsian objective.

15. Consider, for example, the case where regulation is not salient, and suppose that Party

A selected a type (l, a) candidate and Party B a type (r, a). Then, one might argue that a

type (l, p) independent candidate would enter to compete with Party A’s candidate. However,

this argument neglects important issues inherent in elections with three or more candidates. If

rational voters vote sincerely, entry by a type (l, p) independent would simply split the left-wing

vote and significantly enhance the probability of the right-wing candidate winning. If rational

voters are strategic, left wingers will be reluctant to switch to the entrant for fear of wasting their

vote. It follows that a type (l, p) independent is likely either to increase the probability of the

right wing candidate winning or to have no effect. Either way, such a candidate has little or no

incentive to enter.

16. Thus, for both initiatives to appear on the ballot, there must be citizens whose gain from

proposing each type of initiative exceeds δ, given that the other initiative will be proposed. For

neither initiative to be proposed, the gain for all citizens from proposing either initiative must

be less than δ given that the other type of initiative will not be proposed. For only one type of

initiative to be proposed, some citizen must gain more than δ from proposing the initiative and

no other citizen can reap a benefit exceeding δ from proposing the other type of initiative.

17. Gerber 1999 and Matsusaka 2007 show how this can be done for discrete policy issues.

For a continuous policy issue such as the minimum wage, one could ask respondents whether the

current level was about right, too high, or too low. If the level were majority preferred, then

the fractions answering too high and too low would perfectly offset each other. A measure of

congruence would be the absolute value of the difference between the fractions responding too

high and too low, with higher values of this statistic meaning less congruence. An improvement

in congruence would mean a lower value of this statistic. Weissberg 1976 essentially uses this

approach in his analysis of defense spending and foreign aid. Alternatively, if one could observe

how a policy changed, one could simply ask people whether they approved of it. This is the

approach used by Matsusaka 2004.

18. In practice, there is a negative correlation between the fraction of the electorate whose

signatures are required and the probability that an initiative will be placed on the ballot (see
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Matsusaka 1995).

19. The fact that the cost of placing an initiative on the ballot is in terms of collecting

supporting signatures, presumably reflects a desire to make δ higher for non-majoritarian initia-

tives. However, Broder 2000 argues that the cost of placing a non-majoritarian initiative is not

significantly greater because of the ease of persuading people to sign petitions.

20. The normative case is expressed nicely by Teddy Roosevelt who reputedly said: “I believe

in the Initiative and Referendum, which should be used not to destroy representative government,

but to correct it whenever it becomes misrepresentative.” (Cited on the website of the Initiative

and Referendum Institute http://www.iandrinstitute.org.)
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